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Abstract:
Business educators recognize that in response to important societal shifts, diversity, equity, and inclusion
(DEI) topics increasingly feature prominently in corporate trainings, consultancies and
workshops-for-hire, employee recruitment language, and company internal and external communication.
Business schools, the training ground for future leaders, are critical stakeholders in the move toward more
inclusive and equitable workplaces, yet meaningful content in DEI remains inconsistent within and across
institutions. New textbooks, case collections, and teaching activities are introduced almost daily as
colleges and universities seek useful DEI content. As educators grapple with incorporating this critical
content, collaboration is key as best practices and innovative activities are tried out and assessed. This
paper offers a contribution to this movement toward incorporation of meaningful DEI topics in business
schools, with case study teaching presented as one example.
Case teaching, a standard pedagogical approach embraced by business schools around the globe, offers
one feasible and substantive pathway for incorporation of DEI topics. Case studies necessarily involve
integration of real-world business practice and academic research; collaboration between the business
community and academia is key to effective and meaningful case engagement for students, and for
consideration of application to their future business careers.
The paper will present lessons learned from two management faculty from a top-tier U.S. business school
who have successfully integrated DEI topics into their teaching, will consider strategies that may prove
useful for scholars at other institutions including engagement with business practitioners, and will posit
next steps for more comprehensive integration within the curriculum. The paper examines the promise of
the pedagogical approach of case study teaching for meaningful incorporation of DEI topics in business
classes. The authors are both teaching professors of management and organization, one who designed and
teaches a new undergraduate-level course, Women and Inclusive Leadership, and one who designed and
teaches DEI content through an online Women in Leadership certificate program for business
professionals.
The case method is a discussion-based strategy for structuring in-class time. Students are asked to
prepare by reading, analyzing, and evaluating 1-10 page cases. A case is a brief narrative, sometimes
including context and relevant background information, involving key concepts from the course. This
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document describes what happened in the case, defines who the key players are, and outlines the
management and corporate communication problem(s) they face. This document should end at a crucial
decision point for the manager or executive involved. Among the many tools available to business
educators, the case study has become increasingly popular. Professors use cases to teach the complexities
of many different, modern business problems. Today, many educators use case studies because their
narratives are so valuable in developing analytic and critical thinking abilities, as well as organizational
and communication skills.
Teaching topics of diversity, equity, and inclusion is complex and requires substantive attention beyond
simply presentation of content. One lesson learned addresses the controversial nature of case materials
and the need to prepare and support students for examining this material. In the full paper and
presentation, we will expand on additional lessons and ideas for next steps, including engagement with
business practitioners.
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